Optomap ultrawide field imaging identifies additional retinal abnormalities in patients with diabetic retinopathy
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Purpose: To compare diabetic retinopathy (DR) severity grading between Optomap ultrawide field scanning laser ophthalmoscope (UWFSLO) 200° images and an Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) seven-standard field view.

Methods: Optomap UWFSLO images (total: 266) were retrospectively selected for evidence of DR from a database of eye clinic attendees. The Optomap UWFSLO images were graded for DR severity by two masked assessors. An ETDRS seven-field mask was overlaid on the Optomap UWFSLO images, and the DR grade was assessed for the region inside the mask. Any interassessor discrepancies were adjudicated by a senior retinal specialist. Kappa agreement levels were used for statistical analysis.

Results: Fifty images (19%) (P < 0.001) were assigned a higher DR level in the Optomap UWFSLO view compared to the ETDRS seven-field view, which resulted in 40 images (15%) (P < 0.001) receiving a higher DR severity grade. DR severity grades in the ETDRS seven-field view compared with the Optomap UWFSLO view were identical in 85% (226) of the images and within one severity level in 100% (266) of the images. Agreement between the two views was substantial: unweighted $\kappa$ was 0.74±0.04 (95% confidence interval: 0.67–0.81) and weighted $\kappa$ was 0.80±0.03 (95% confidence interval: 0.74–0.86).

Conclusion: Compared to the ETDRS seven-field view, a significant minority of patients are diagnosed with more severe DR when using the Optomap UWFSLO view. The clinical significance of additional peripheral lesions requires evaluation in future prospective studies using large cohorts.
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Introduction

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) has been extensively characterized by the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study Research Group (ETDRS).¹⁻⁵ The DR severity classifications defined in these studies have been used in subsequent clinical trials assessing treatment efficacy and therefore guide modern clinical management of DR. The ETDRS fundus photography protocol requires pharmacological mydriasis and uses a set of seven individual stereoscopic images, each covering 30° of the posterior retina. The combined seven-field image includes the majority of the central retina but covers only 30% of the entire retinal surface. The ETDRS protocol remains the current gold standard imaging technique for DR classification; the recent switch from film to digital images showed no appreciable difference in sensitivity or specificity.⁶,⁷

Within the past few years, imaging using an ultrawide field scanning laser ophthalmoscope (UWFSLO) (Optomap P200; Optos plc, Dunfermline, UK) has offered an alternative to ETDRS seven-field images. The Optomap UWFSLO technology...
has the advantage of not requiring mydriasis and captures a single 200° image of the retina, approximately 80% of the retinal surface. Lens opacities such as cataracts affect the image quality much less than in ETDRS films. Several studies have compared nonmydriatic UWFSLO images to ETDRS seven-field films and dilated fundus examination in the grading of DR and have shown strong agreement between the imaging modalities. The addition of mydriasis into the Optomap UWFSLO protocol has not been shown to improve the diagnostic accuracy compared with nonmydriasis but is associated with a reduction in the rate of ungradable images (4.5%–0%, \( P=0.002 \)).

The use of an ellipsoidal mirror means that the 200° images produced by the Optomap UWFSLO are not uniformly focused but instead have a sharper focus in the center and are progressively more distorted toward the periphery. However, there is a substantial amount of peripheral retina outside the ETDRS seven-field view sharp enough to allow DR grading (Figure 1). Silva et al compared the grading results of the ETDRS seven-field and mydriatic Optomap UWFSLO images from the same cohort of 206 eyes and noted an increase in DR severity grading in 10% of eyes in the Optomap UWFSLO results.

In this study, we obtained mydriatic Optomap UWFSLO images and compared the DR grading of the full 200° view and a smaller region of the same image representing the retinal coverage of an ETDRS seven-standard field film.

Materials and methods

Patients

Images of consecutive patients who attended the Oxford Eye Hospital were retrospectively examined. The images included in this study were selected if they showed any evidence of DR. Images were excluded if there was evidence of other retinal pathology or laser photocoagulation treatment. The images used in this study were initially selected by a single assessor (SA), and then the set of images was further refined by a senior retinal specialist (VC).

Protocol

Optomap UWFSLO images were obtained by a trained technician before the scheduled clinic appointment. The imaging process involved taking several images, selecting the image that provided the largest retinal area and best image quality. Each image took only 0.25 seconds to capture with the Optomap UWFSLO. The sets of images were anonymized and stored on servers at the hospital.

A mask that represents the ETDRS seven-field region was produced using Adobe Photoshop CS2 (Adobe Systems Incorporated, San Jose, CA, USA). The ETDRS seven-field mask was then positioned over the full Optomap UWFSLO 200° images so that the macula and the optic disk were covered by the central two ETDRS fields, as shown in Figure 1.

The International Clinical Diabetic Retinopathy (ICDR) severity scale was used for grading. The scale was developed for use with ETDRS seven-field images, but in this study, it was adapted for use in grading the Optomap UWFSLO images by means of extending the grading quadrants to the periphery of the entire image but retaining the original grading nomenclature for simplicity. Two separate ICDR grades were recorded for each Optomap UWFSLO image: one set of grades derived only from lesions within the ETDRS seven-field mask and one set derived from the entire Optomap UWFSLO image. The images were graded independently by two trained graders, LP and SA. In cases wherein there was a discrepancy between the two graders, the results were masked and the images were subjected to arbitration grading by an experienced retinal specialist, VC. Images were viewed on 17” liquid-crystal display monitors at 1,440×900 resolution using software allowing for 150% zoom and grayscale manipulation of the images to increase lesion detection.

Statistical analysis

The data were tabulated in an MS Excel 2007 spreadsheet (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). Kappa statistics were calculated and assessed using Landis and Koch levels of agreement: <0.20, slight; 0.21–0.40, fair; 0.41–0.60, moderate; 0.61–0.80, substantial; and 0.81–1.00, almost perfect.
agreement. Kappa values were calculated for agreement between results using both unweighted and weighted (using a linear scheme) calculations. DR grades from Optomap UWFSLO and ETDRS seven-field images were cross-tabulated. Results were not adjusted for any correlation between DR data from eyes within the same patient. All statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS 20 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).
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Results
Two hundred and sixty-six Optomap UWFSLO images were selected from the database of clinic attendees on the basis of any evidence of DR lesions. The images were evaluated for DR severity by two graders, and kappa statistics were calculated to determine the level of agreement between the two sets of grading results. For the full Optomap UWFSLO 200° view, the unweighted $\kappa$ was 0.50±0.05 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.41–0.59) and the weighted $\kappa$ was 0.59±0.04 (95% CI: 0.5–0.67). For the ETDRS seven-field view, the unweighted $\kappa$ agreement was 0.52±0.05 (95% CI: 0.43–0.6) and weighted $\kappa$ was 0.60±0.04 (95% CI: 0.52–0.68). These levels of agreement are comparable to those from other studies that have assessed Optomap UWFSLO DR images.11,14

In the 98 cases wherein there was a grading discrepancy between the two graders for the ETDRS seven-field view alone, the Optomap UWFSLO 200° view alone, or both views, the images were graded by the senior retinal specialist masked to the previous results. These arbitration results were then used in place of the initial grades for purposes of statistical analysis.

The DR severity grade in the ETDRS seven-field view, compared with the Optomap UWFSLO 200° view, matched exactly in 85% (226) of the images and within one severity grade in 100% (266) of the images. Agreement between the two views was substantial: unweighted $\kappa$ was 0.74±0.04 (95% CI: 0.67–0.81) and weighted $\kappa$ was 0.80±0.03 (95% CI: 0.74–0.86) (Table 1).

The DR grades using the ETDRS seven-field view included 34 (12.8%) very mild nonproliferative DR (NPDR), 157 (59%) mild DR, 61 (23%) moderate DR, eleven (4%) severe NPDR, two (0.8%) mild proliferative DR (PDR), and one (0.4%) moderate PDR. For the Optomap UWFSLO 200° view, there were...
16 (6%) very mild NPDR, 157 (59%) mild DR, 75 (28.2%) moderate DR, 15 (5.6%) severe NPDR, two (0.8%) mild PDR, and one (0.4%) moderate PDR grades (Table 1).

Of the 266 images, there was a discrepancy in the ICDR level between the ETDRS seven-field and Optomap UWFSLO 200° views in 50 (19%) of the images (P<0.0001). The DR severity grade was higher in 40 (15%) images (P<0.0001); 18 images were designated as mild NPDR instead of very mild NPDR, 18 images as moderate NPDR instead of mild NPDR, and four images as severe NPDR instead of moderate NPDR.

### Discussion

This study has shown that the Optomap UWFSLO field is able to reveal previously undetected DR using the ETDRS seven-field view. This was due to the detection of larger numbers of lesions also present within the ETDRS seven-field view or new lesion types corresponding to more severe DR grades seen outside the ETDRS seven-field view. In 15% of the images from our cohort, these findings were significant enough to result in an increased DR grade. In terms of DR grading level, overall, there was substantial agreement between the Optomap UWFSLO 200° and the ETDRS seven-field views (85% of images with an identical grade and 100% within a single grade).

So far, all trials evaluating Optomap UWFSLO images in DR have used grading systems based on the ETDRS data. This is possible as the grading system relies only on the presence and quadrant-based distribution of characteristic lesions, which can be easily adapted to a larger viewable retinal area. Any assumptions that the resulting DR grades are comparable in terms of prognosis and management considerations should be taken with caution as the clinical significance of peripheral lesions is yet to be described. It is reasonable to infer that the presence of peripheral lesions should correlate well with the ETDRS grading prognosis, as when the seven-field view was evaluated, they were present and hence indirectly accounted for. This theory assumes that DR progression affects the retina relatively uniformly. However, studies have shown that the distribution of lesions is often nonuniform. Early work by Shimizu et al observed a midperipheral distribution of vasoocclusive lesions using fluorescein angiography. Silva et al using Optomap UWFSLO images, demonstrated that all types of DR lesions are distributed throughout the temporal half of the retina more than the nasal half (P<0.0001). The pathogenesis underlying this uneven retinal distribution of lesions remains unclear, but regional variations in retinal arteriole dilation in response to changes in metabolic demand and blood pressure may be responsible.

The Optomap UWFSLO 200° images become progressively stretched toward the periphery and therefore the area of retina covered by the ETDRS seven-field mask is marginally larger than the area of retina imaged by the ETDRS seven-field photographs. This phenomenon is a potential source of error when making comparisons, but this effect does not become pronounced until the extreme periphery, and several trials assessing the UWFSLO technology have consistently shown it to have similar sensitivity and specificity in DR grading when compared to ETDRS seven-field film and dilated fundus examination.

In our cohort, 15% of eyes screened using Optomap UWFSLO images have a higher DR grading when compared to the ETDRS seven-field view. This result is in agreement with the findings of Silva et al (10%), although the patient cohort used in their study was selected to include a set number of each DR severity level and therefore not representative of a typical eye clinic population. It is pertinent to consider whether the presence of peripheral lesions confers a similar prognosis as the presence of more centrally located lesions. Using fluorescein angiography, a link between midperipheral lesions and neovascularization was observed by Shimizu and Muraoka and more recently, using ultrawide field imaging, it has been demonstrated that the presence of peripheral ischemia is associated with a three-fold increased chance of concomitant diabetic macular edema.

We hypothesize that there is a small but significant subset of DR patients who exhibit a predominantly or even exclusively (Figure 2) peripheral distribution of retinal lesions. Variability in lesion distribution is probably related to a host of factors, such as DR activity, retinal physiology, and diabetes type, meaning that predicting a patient’s

![Figure 2 Optomap UWFSLO image showing a retina with predominantly peripheral lesions outside the ETDRS seven-field view.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Notes:** The area within the white rectangle has been magnified to show a large cluster of deep hemorrhages.

**Abbreviations:** UWFSLO, ultrawide field scanning laser ophthalmoscope; ETDRS, Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study.
likely lesion distribution is a difficult task. Screening using Optomap UWFSLO images could facilitate earlier identification and treatment of patients with a peripheral distribution of DR lesions. Whether it is appropriate to apply the existing ETDRS grading and management strategies or implement an adapted protocol to account for more rapid disease progression requires further prospective studies on such patients.
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